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Abst ract - -The  construction of initial conditions which provide the safe convergence of iterative 
processes is one of the most important problems in solving equations. In this paper, we give initial 
conditions for a one parameter family of iterative methods for the simultaneous determination of all 
simple zeros of a polynomial zeros. This family has the order of convergence four and generates some 
new methods with good convergence properties. The presented initial conditions are of practical 
importance since depend only of available data: coefficients of a polynomial and initial approxima- 
tions to the zeros. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The construction of initial conditions which provide a safe convergence of the considered numerical 
algorithm is one of the most important problems in solving nonlinear equations of the form 
f ( z )  = O. These conditions hould be stated in such a way that they depend only on attainable 
data, for example, on available features of a given function f and initial approximations z (°). 
Theory of point estimation, which deals with the mentioned problems, started with Smale's 
results in 1981 [1] by introducing an approximate zero as an initial point which provides the 
safe convergence of Newton's method. After Smale's fundamental work [2], the investigation i
this field was further extended by Curry [3] and Kim [4] to some higher-order iterative methods 
including Euler's method and Halley's method, and by Chen [5] who dealt with the general 
Newton-like quadratically convergent i erative methods. Wang and Zhao [6] improved Smale's 
result [2] for Newton's method and applied it to the Durand-Kerner method for the simultaneous 
finding polynomial zeros. 
In general, the choice of initial approximations which guarantee a safe convergence of the 
considered numerical algorithm is very difficult and it cannot be solved in a satisfactory way 
even in the case of simple functions, such as algebraic polynomials. Results which axe concerned 
with the point estimation theory and iterative methods for the simultaneous approximation of
all zeros of a polynomial have been presented in [4,6--14] and the book [15]. 
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In this paper, we consider monic algebraic polynomials of the form 
P(z )  = z "~ + an_l zn-1 +."  q- alZ --b co, (ai E C), 
which have only simple zeros. Initial conditions in this case should be a function of the polynomial 
coefficients a = (a0,... , an - l ) ,  its degree n and initial approximations z~°),..., z(n °) to the zeros 
~1, ' ' ' ,  ~rt of P. 
For m = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  let 
d (m) = min z~ m) -  z~ m) 
be the minimal distance between approximations obtained in the mth iteration, and let 
= n w (m)= max IV(... m) • 
According to the results of the papers [6,8-13], it turned out that suitable initial conditions, pro- 
viding a safe convergence of iterative methods for the simultaneous determination f polynomial 
zeros, are of the form of the inequality 
w (°) < c(n)d (°), (1) 
where c(n) is the quantity which depends only on the polynomial degree n. The motivation and 
discussion about initial conditions of the form (1) have been given by Petkovid, Herceg and Ilid 
in [ll]. Throughout this paper, we will always assume that the polynomial degree n is >_ 3. 
For a rather wide class of iterative methods for the simultaneous approximation of polynomial 
zeros, we present in Section 2 the convergence theorem which provides very simple verification 
of the safe convergence of the considered iterative method under a given initial condition of the 
form (1). This theorem is applied in Section 4 to a new family of simultaneous methods for 
finding simple complex zeros of a polynomial, proposed recently in this journal by Petkovid, Ilid 
and Tri6kovid [16] and given briefly in Section 3. For this family of methods, an initial condition 
which enables a safe convergence is stated in Section 4. This condition is of a practical importance 
since it depends only on available features of a polynomial and initial approximations. 
To provide some estimates, in this paper we use circular complex arithmetic. For this reason, 
we give some basic operations and properties of this arithmetic. For more details, see [17, 
Chapter V]. 
A disk Z with center c = mid Z and radius r = rad Z will be denoted with Z = {c; r} = 
{z : [z - c[ _< r}. If 0 ~ Z (that is, ]c[ > r), then the inverse of Z is obtained by the MSbius 
transformation, 
[c [2_ r2  ; [c [2 - - r2  = : ze  Z . 
Sometimes, we will use the so-called centered inverse of a disk, 
z1 := ; Icl(l -r) _z 
enlarged in reference to the exact range Z -1, but simpler for calculations. 
Zk = {ck; rk} (k ---- 1,2), then 
Z 1 :=[=Z 2 :--~ {c 1"4-c2; r 1 -I-r2} -- {z 1 -4-z 2 : z E Z l ,Z2 E Z2}. 
The product Z1 • Z2 is defined as in [18]: 
Zl  • Z2 := {CLC2; [cllr2 -4- [c2[rl A- r l r2}  D {ZlZ 2 : z 1 • Z l ,  z2 E Z2}. 
(2) 
Furthermore, if 
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Then 
If F(Z)  ~_ {f(z) : 
over a disk Z, then 
Z1 Z1 ZI" g~ 1 or = Zl" Z/, (0 ¢ Z2). 
N = N 
z • Z} is a circular interval extension of a given closed complex function f
If(z)l _< Imid F(Z)I + rad F(Z),  for all z • Z, (3) 
and 
z • Z =~ f(z)  • F(Z)  (4) 
holds. 
The square root of a disk {c; r} in the centered form, where c = IcIe ~° and Icl > r is defined as 
the union of two disks (see [19]): 
{C; r} 1/2 := { V/~ei(O/2); V/~- IcI~/T~ r} U { -V/~ei(O/2); ~-  Ic~r~-~ r} • (5) 
2. POINT  EST IMATION THEOREM 
Most of iterative methods for the simultaneous approximation of simple zeros of a polynomial 
can be expressed in the form 
Z(m+l) __ ~(rn) (m) , .  (m) )  (i E In; m 0,1 , . . ) ,  i --'~i -C  i z~ .. , z  , = . (6) 
where In = {1 , . . . ,n}  is the index set and z~m),..., z (m) are some distinct approximations to
simple zeros ~1,.-. ,  ~n, respectively, obtained in the m th iterative step. In the sequel, the term 
will be called the iterative correction term or simply correction. For simplicity, we will omit 
sometimes the iteration index m and denote quantities in the latter (m + 1) st iteration by ^  
("hat"). 
Let g(7) = (1 + 7 - 72)/( 1 - 7), 7 E (0, 1). Using the idea presented by Petkovid, Carstensen 
and Trajkovid in [9], the following convergence theorem was established in [12] (see, also, [10]). 
THEOREM 1. Let Ci be the iteratiye correction term off the {form Ci(z) = P(z ) /F (z )  with 
_(m) (i E Is; m = 0, 1, .. ). I{f {for each i , j  E In and m O, 1, F (z )# O,{ forz=f iandz=z  i . . . . .  , 
the initial condition (1) implies 
(i) I c}m+l)  I < -tiC}m) I, ('r < 1); 
(ii) Iz} °) - zJ°) I > g(7) (IC}°)l + IcJ°)l), (i # j),  
then the iterative process (6) is convergent. 
Let us note that the class of iterative methods considered in Theorem 1 is rather wide and 
includes most frequently used methods for finding polynomial zeros, simultaneously. 
3. FAMILY  OF  S IMULTANEOUS ZERO-F INDING METHODS 
Let f be a function of z and let ~ be a fixed parameter. Hansen and Patrick have derived 
in [20] one parameter family of iterative functions for finding simple zeros of f in the form 
(~ + 1)f(z) = z - _ (7) 
~y'(z)  + ~/ y'(z)  2 - (a + 1)y(z )y" (z )  
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Here z is a current approximation and £ is a new approximation to the wanted zero. This family 
includes various methods with a cubic convergence for a finite a and, as a limiting case ( a -~ oo), 
the quadratically convergent Newton method. 
For brevity, in the sequel we will omit indices in the products 1-I and the sums ~-':~ assuming 
that they run from 1 to n. In what follows, we will use the following abbreviations: 
Gl , i  = ~ Zi Z j '  
G2,, = ~ W~ 
##i (z~ - z#) 2" 
Applying Hansen-Patrick's formula (7) to the function hi(z) given by 
j ~  z - zj l ' I j~(z - z~)' 
(s) 
which has the same zeros as the polynomial P, the following one parameter family of iterative 
methods for the simultaneous approximation of all simple zeros of a polynomial P has been 
derived in [16]: 
( a + 1)Wi 
;~ = z, - ( i  e I . ) .  (9)  
a(1 + Ol,i) ± ~/(1 + GI, i)  2 -~- 2(0( -~ 1)WiO2,i' 
It has been proved in [16] that the order of convergence of the iterative methods of the family (9) 
is equal to four for any fixed and finite parameter a. This family of methods provides 
(1) simultaneous determination f all zeros of a given polynomial and 
(2) the acceleration of the order of convergence from three to four. 
A number of numerical experiments showed that the proposed methods possess very good con- 
vergence properties. 
We present some special cases of the iterative formula (9): 
0(=0, 
1 
ct = (n - 1)' 
a = -1, 
0~'-# 00,  
Ostrowski-like method: 
w~ 
zi = z~ - 
X/(1 + Gl,i) 2 + 2WiG2,i 
Euler-like method: 
2W~ 
zi = z~ - 
1 + Gl,i q- ~f(1 + GI#) 2 + 4WiG2,i 
Laguerre-like method: 
nWi 
Zi = Z i - -  
1 + GI,~ + V/((n - 1)(1 + GI,~)) 2 + 2n(n - 1)WiG2,i' 
Halley-like method: 
w~(1 + Gx,j 
~q = zi - (1 + Gl,i) 2 + W~G2,~' 
Newton-like method: 
w~ w~ 
Zi = Zi - -  = Zi -- 
1 + Gl.i 1 + ~"~j,i(Wj/zi -- zj)" 
(10) 
(11) 
Let us note that Ellis and Watson [21] derived the iterative formula (i0) using a different 
approach. This formula can be derived directly by applying the well-known Halley method to the 
function hi(z) given by (8) and, for this reason, this formula is referred to as Halley-like method .  
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The names of the other iterative formulas listed above come from the same fact. For example, the 
application of the Newton formula to hi(z) gives the third-order iterative method (11) proposed 
for the first time by BSrsch-Supan [22]. 
Note that the iterative formula (9) contains a + in front of the square root. We should choose 
the sign in such a way that the denominator is larger in magnitude. If approximations are 
reasonably close to the zeros of P, which is the case when dealing with the initial condition 
considered in this paper, then a simple analysis imilar to that presented in [23] shows that we 
should take the sign "+". Such a choice provides that the main pact of the iterative formula (9) is 
the cubically convergent BSrsch-Supan's method (11). In the case of the minus sign, the iterative 
formula (9) behaves as 
a+l  W~ 
~ = zi - - - "  , (i • In), 
a -  1 1 + GI# 
which gives only a linearly convergent method for a finite a. We must therefore have for our 
family the plus sign, that is, we write (9) in the form 
(a + 1)Wi 
zi in), (12) 
(1 + Gl,i) (a + V/1 + 2(a + 1)t,) ' 
where ti = WIG2#~(1 + GI#) 2. If a = -1, then applying a limiting operation in (12), we obtain 
the Halley-like simultaneous method 
Wi 
~i = zi - (1 + Gl,i)(1 + t,)' (i • In). (13) 
In this paper, we will consider iterative methods from the family (12), which have the order 
of convergence four. For this reason, we will assume that the parameter a is not too large in 
magnitude. The convergence analysis presented in [16] shows that large values of la[ give the 
methods whose convergence rate decreases and approaches three. In practice, in such situations 
the iterative formula (12) behaves as (11), which is the aforementioned cubically convergent 
B6rsch-Supan' method (11). In that case, the initial convergence conditions are also changed 
(see [10]). 
Let us introduce the denotations 
n -1  
A = V/1 - 2[a + llq. q - 4(n + 1) 2, 
In our analysis, the parameter a can take entries from the complex-valued set. In general, such a 
choice does not provide some advantages so that, in practice, we deal with a real a for simplicity. 
In this analysis, it is necessary that A is a real nonnegative quantity. For this reason, we start 
from the inequality 2[a + l[q _< 1 and obtain the following range for the parameter a, called the 
a-disk (Figure 1): 
{ 2(n + 1)2 } D {-1;16}, n>3.  A~(n):= -1; n - -1  - 
The a-disk Aa(n) is the smallest for n = 3, A~(3) = {-1; 16}. According to the previous 
discussion, the above restriction on a should not be regarded as a disadvantage. In what follows, 
we will always assume that a lies in the disk Aa (n). 
4. IN IT IAL  CONDIT IONS AND SAFE CONVERGENCE 
In this section, we apply Theorem 1 and an initial condition of the form (1) to state the 
convergence theorem for the one parameter family (12) of simultaneous methods for finding 
polynomial zeros. Before establishing the main results, we give two necessary lemmas. 
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a -plane 
"~"~ain}  
' .. ~>3 
"',A, 1 /  lal 
Figure 1. The range Aa(n) of the parameter a.
LEMMA 1. Let Zl,... ,Zn be distinct approximations to the zeros ¢1,.-. ,~n of a polynomial P
of degree n, and let zl,. . . , zn be new respective approximations obtained by the [amily (12). If 
• Aa(n) and the inequality 
d 
w = max IWd < - -  (14) 
l<i<n 3n + 3 
holds, then for i, j • In, we have 
(i) 4/3 > I1 + Gl,d > 2/3; 
(ii) IG2#I _< ((n - 1)w)/d2; 
( i i i )  Itd < q _< 1 /32 ;  
(iv) ~/1 + 2(~ + 1)t~ • {1; (21~ + llq)/(1 + A)}; 
(v) (a + 1)/((1 + Gl,i)(a + ~/1 + 2(a + 1)ti)) • 1/(1 + G1,i){1; 2q/(1 + A - 2q)}; 
(vi) I~ - zd = ICd < (8/5)lWd < 8d/(15(n q- 1)). 
PROOF. According to the definition of the minimal distance d and the inequality (14), we have 
I_W_t[ < (n-1)_______~ 
• I z~-z j l -  d ' 
so that we estimate 
IW, I _> 1 (n -  1)w 1 = 2, 
I I  + Gl,d > l - ~ ,  lzi _ zj I - - > 1 - ~  L$ 
j#i 
IW, I 
I1 + GI#I _< 1 + E Iz, - =jl 
j#i 
IG2#I < ~ IWd 
- Iz~ - - z j l  2 _< 
- - _ < 1 + - -  
(~  - 1 )~ 
d 2 
d 
(,~ - 1)~ 
d 
1 4 
<i+~=~,  
Thus, the Assertions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1 are proved. 
Using (i), (ii), and (14), we prove (iii): 
j W~G2,, I (3 )2(n -1)w 2 n -1  1 
It~l = (14- Gl,i) 2 < ~ < 4(n + 1) 2 = q -< ~"  
Hence, we conclude that ti • T := {0; q}, where T is the disk centered at the origin with the 
radius q. Using the inclusion isotonicity property (4) and the formula (5) for the square root of 
a disk (taking the principal value-set centered at v/~e~(°/2)), we find 
2l_~ + llq ~, 
~/i + 2(a + l)t~ • ~/I + 21a + l iT = ~/{1; 21a + lie} = {1; I - A} = I; i + A J '  
which proves the Assertion (iv) of the lemma. 
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Assume that a ¢ -1, which means that we deal with the square root in (12). By virtue of (iv) 
and applying the centered inverse of a disk (2), we obtain 
a+l  a+l  
(1 + Gl,i) (a + X/1 + 2(a + 1)ti) 
C - -  
(1 + Gx,i) (a + {1; (21a + 11q)/(1 + A)}) 
1 
(1 + Gl,i) {1; 2q/(1 + A)} 
I+G~# 1 ; l+~:_2q  " 
Thus, we proved (v) of the lemma. Using the last inclusion, from the iterative formula (12), we 
find 
(a + 1)Wi Wi { 2q } E 1; , 
z i -  zi = -C i  = (1 + GI#) (a + V/1 + 2(a + 1)ti) 1 -~- Gl,i 1 + A - 2q 
where C~ is the iterative correction term appearing in (12). According to the inequality (3), from 
the last expression it follows 
I~-z~l  : IC~l <  1(1+ 2q ) ~ 1 l+A---2q = 1 -2q / ( l+A)"  (15) 
Using the inequalities (14), [1 + GI#I > 2/3 and 2q/(1 + A) < 2q = (n - 1)/(2(n + 1) 2) _< 1/16, 
from (15), we obtain 
[Wi[ 1 8 Sd 
I~, - z,I = IC~l < 2 /3  " 1 - 1 /16  = IW~l < 15(n  + 1) '  
and (vi) is proved. 
In the case a = 
from (13), 
-1, the inequalities (i)-(iii) of Lemma 1 are also valid, so that we have 
I~- z~l < ~ 1 [Wi[ 1 8 8d 
- 1 - It, -----~ < 27  1 - 1 /32  < IW~I < 15(n  + 1) '  
which coincides with (vi) of Lemma 1 for a ¢ -1. II 
LEMMA 2. Under the conditions of  Lemma 1, the following inequalities axe valid: 
(i) IWd < 
(ii) ~b < d/(3n + 3). 
PROOF. Using Lagrangean i terpolation of P at the distinct points Zl, . . . ,  Zn, we represent P in 
terms of Wj's in the form 
P(z )  = Wj + 1 H(z -  zj), Wj  = i- ik#j(z j _ zk)" 
j= 1 z - zj j=l 
(16) 
Putting z -- ~i in (16), we obtain 
p(~i )= W~ +I+E .Wj (~i -z j ) .  
^ ~i - zj zi - -  zi j~i 
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After dividing by l"[j¢i(£i - ~), we find 
A P(£'i) (Wi  + I+Z .Wj )n ( l+~ZzA)  
w~ = l - [ j¢~(~ ~)  = (~ - zd  ~ - z~ ~¢~ . . - ~i - z~ z~ - ~ " 
(17) 
First, let a # -1. Using (i) and (iv) of Lemma 1, from the iterative formula (12), we obtain 
Wi (1 + Gl,i) (c~ + ¢1 + 2(a + l)ti) 
£i - zi a + 1 
(1 + Cl#)(ot + 1) {1; 2q/(1 + A)} 
E 
a+l  
= {-1-G1, i ;  I I+Ca,, l l - -~A)C { -1 -G l , i ; -~} .  
(18) 
According to this, we derive the following inclusion: 
wj 
Wi + 1 + Z p,~ _ z j  
£'i - z i  j# i  j# i  P,i - z j  
• . z i -  z j  5#"  z,i - z j '  
= - (~,  - z , )  ~ (z ,  - z~)(~, - z~)' 
Hence, by (3), we estimate 
w,  +i+~ w, IW~l 8q 
<- I~, - z~l ~ Iz~ - z j l l~ - zjl + T"  (19)  
By applying (vi) of Lemma 1, we have 
Iz, i - z j l  > [zi - -  z j [  - Iz, i - zil > d 
8d 15n + 7 
15(n + I) = 15(n + I) d, (20) 
8d 15n-  1 
15(n + i) = 15(n + 1) d" (21) 
From the last inequality and taking into account he definition of the minimal distance, we find 
15n - 1 15(n + 1)d" (22) 
d> 15(n~T)d or d< 15n-1  
Using the estimate (14), (20), and (vi) of Lemma 1, from (19), we obtain 
8d (n -  1)w 
15(n -4- 1) d. (15n + 7)/(15(n + 1))d 
8 n -  1 8(n--  1) 2 (n -  I) 
+ 3" 4(n + 1) 2 < 3(n + 1)(15n -4- 7) "{- 3(n -4- 1) 2. 
(23) 
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By (vi) of Lemma 1 and (21), there follows 
H (, + n (, 
( 8d/(15(n+l)) )n - l (  
< 1 + ( (15n- - -~( 'n+ 1)) = 1 + 
Using (vi) of Lemma 1, (23) and (24), from (17), we obtain 
that is, 
where 
g )n--1 
15n - 1 " 
< I~', - zi l  f ,  z, ~#~ 
- - fi - zj zi 
< Iwd 3(n + 1)(15n + 7) + 3(n + 1)2/ 1 + 15n -----7 ' 
(24) 
Let us consider now the case a = -1.  From (13), we obtain 
so that 
S(n)=~ 3(n+l)(15n+7)+3-~7~/ l+15r~L1 
The function f achieves its maximum for n ~ 3.443 equal to f(3.443) ~ 0.246, whence 
1 f(n) < ~, for all n > 3. 
Therefore, from (25), it follows IWd < (1/4)lWd and the Assertion (i) of Lemma 2 is proved. 
Using this inequality and the inequalities (14) and (22), we prove the Assertion (ii): 
d i d I I 15(n+l )d<~ 
~<lw<4"3n+3<4"3n+3 15n-1  3n+3"  
Wj WiG2,i 
W~ = -1  - G I#-  ti(1 +Gl , i )  = -1  - ~ zi - z~ 1 + Gl, i '  fi - zi j#i 
w, + 1 + ~ w_j = _(~,_ z,) ~ w~ w,v~,, 
f~ - zj (zi - zj)(f i  - zj) 1 + Gl,i" 
Using (vi) of Lemma 2, (20) and the inequality 
I WiG2,i n - 1 
< 6(n + 1)2' 
which follows according to (i),(ii) of Lemma 1 and (14), we obtain 
zi - ~i - zj 8(n - 1) n - 1 w, + 1 + ~ wj < 3(n + 1)(15n + r) + 6(n + 1)2' 
The last inequality, together with (24), yields the inequality of the form (25) with 
f(n) 3(n + 1)(15n + 7) 6 (~)  2' 15n-- 1 ' 
where f(n) is also less than 1/4. Hence, as in the case a # -1 ,  we obtain the inequalities (i) 
and (ii) of Lemma 2. II 
Now we give the main result which concerns the convergence of the family (12) of simultaneous 
iterative methods. 
W~ < f(n)lWd, (25) 
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THEOREM 2. Let n > 3 and a E Aa (n). 
is convergent under the condition 
Then the one parameter fam/ly of iterative methods (12) 
d(0) 
w(°) < 3n +-----3" (26) 
PROOF. In Lemma 2 (Assertion (ii)), we have proved the implication 
w < - -  
d d ~@< - -  
3n  + 3 3n + 3" 
Similarly, we prove by induction that the condition (26) implies the inequality w On) < d (m) 
/(3n + 3), for each m = 1, 2, . . . .  Therefore, all assertions of Lemmas 1 and 2 hold for each 
m -- 1,2, . . . ,  if the initial condition (26) is valid. In particular, the following inequalities 
1 Wi (rn+l) < 4 w(rn) (27) 
and 
8 (28) 
hold for i E In and m = O, 1, . . . .  
From the iterative formula (12) for a # -1,  we see that the corrections C} m) are expressed by 
(a+ I)W (m) 
c~m): (i+ 1,, ) (~+ + + ) G ('n)~ ¢1 2(a 1)t~ m) ' (29) 
where 
G (m) ~ W(, m) w(m)G (m) _ _ _  _ _  . .~  _ i 2# 
_(m) ~(,~)  ~ ' -' = - ' J  J 1,2),  rl C(m)  
1,, ) 
Now we prove that the sequences {IC}m)I}, (i E In) are monotonically decreasing. 
Omitting the iteration index for simplicity, from (29), we find by (27) and (28) 
8 8 
2 (oL + 1)W, 
5 (I + GIj) (c~ + X/I + 2(c~ + l)t,) 
(1 -~ GI,i)(O/ Jr- X/1 + 2(a + 1)$,) 
~+1 
so that 
where we put 
2 C c, < gl ,I ly, h 
(1 + G14) (a + v/l + 2(o~ + 1)t,) 
y, = , (a # --1). 
a+l  
According to (18), we get y, E {1 + GI,i; 8q/3}, where from in view of (3) 
(30) 
(31) 
_ •  4 8 i 17 ly, I < [1 + GI,i[ -~- <: 3 + 3" 3-2 = I-2" 
Using this bound, we find from (30) 
2 17 C 17 C c~ < g ~I  ~J = ~61 ~I < o.61c4. 
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In the case a = -1, we apply a limiting operation in (31) and obtain 
Yi = (1 + G1,i)(1 + ti), 
whence, by (i) and (iii) of Lemma 1, 
, (1 )  11 
lyd < I1 + Gl,d (1 + Itd) < ~ 1 + = -~-. 
Now we have 
2.  N 
~lCd < o.61C, I. C, < 21C, I lyd < 
Therefore, the constant 7 which appears in Theorem 1 is equal to 7 = 0.6 in both cases, a ~t -1  
and a = -1 .  In this way, we have proved the inequality [c~m+l) I < 0.6[C~'n)l, which holds for 
each i - -  1 , . . . ,n  and m = 0,1, . . . .  
The constant g(7) appearing in (ii) of Theorem 1 is equal to g(0.6) = 3.1. It remains to prove 
the disjunctivity of the inclusion disks 
$1 : {z~°); 3.1 C~°)}, . . . ,  {z(°); 3.1 C (°) } 
(Assertion (ii) of Theorem 1). By virtue of (vi) of Lemma 1, we have IC °) I < (8/5)w<°), where 
f rom 
> (3n + 3)w (°) > 85--(3n + 3)1C~1 > 
15(n 
÷ I ÷ 
+ 1) d (0) 
This means that 
z~ ° ) -  zJ °) > d (°) > g(0.6) ( C~ °) + CJ °) ) = rad S~ + rad Sj. 
Therefore, the inclusion disks $1,. . . ,  Sn are disjoint, which completes the proof of Theorem 2. | 
We finish this paper with the remark that the quantity c(n) appearing in the initial condi- 
tion (26) may be a little greater than 1/(3n + 2) for some particular methods belonging to the 
family (9). For example, for the Halley-like method (10), one may take c(n) = 1/3n. The deal 
with a smaller c(n) in Theorem 2 is the price that one usually has to pay for being more general. 
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